
PORT LABELLE UTILITY SYSTEM 

ADVISORY BOARD MINUTES 

 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 

Hendry County Board of County Commissioners Chambers 

25 E. Hickpochee Avenue 

LaBelle, FL 33035 

2:00 P.M. 

 

Board Members Present:  Other Attendees Present: 

Paul Samerdyke, Chairman  Roger Greer, PLUS Director 

Han Mouthaan    Yvonne Cayce, PLUS Staff Assistant  

Warren Grant    Shane Parker, Hendry Co. Public Works Director  

Richard Bass    Jennifer Davis, Hendry Co. Financial Officer 

Ron Zimmerly    John Capece, PLUS Advisory Board Facilitator 

     Michal Fidler, Intelligentsia International 

     Nargiza Abduvohidova, Intelligentsia International 

      Martina Frycova, Intelligentsia International 

     Jing Zhong, Intelligentsia International 

     Klaudia Kakela, Intelligentsia International 

     Jean Raynal, Intelligentsia International 

     Sangita Karki, Intelligentsia International 

 

1)   Call to Order – Paul Samerdyke 

 

Paul Samerdyke called the meeting to order at 2:00 p.m. 

 

2)   Review of Minutes – Paul Samerdyke 

 

Copies of the July 23, 2012 meeting minutes were distributed and reviewed by members.  

Acceptance of the minutes was moved, seconded, and approved. 

 

3)   PLUS Budget Discussions 

 

a) PLUS Budget Orientation – John Capece & Roger Greer 

 

PART 1. Budget Overview History 

 

John distributed a stack of handouts with PLUS budget briefing tables and graphs to the board 

members (available at www.HendryUtilites.com). He described the reports as draft documents 

since some numbers might change.  His numbers were gathered from reports in the PLUS files 

over the past 10 years and from recent County finance reports documenting the most recent 6 

years.  A more authoritative set of numbers for the oldest years has been requested from the 

County finance office, but these are not likely to change the core message of the report.  The 

briefing is intended to help guide discussion & identify questions. 

  

John said the intention is to have an initial discussion at this meeting so we can all get up to 

speed on the PLUS budget situation. The last time we looked at the budget we gave it only a 



cursory review without adequate context and then made an endorsement. But we really were not 

well informed on some of the details, particularly regarding how we got to the point of having a 

deficit.   

 

Jennifer will go over these reports and may identify things that need to be revised. But John does 

not think that the overall message will change much; it is not going to get any better.  

 

The first graph John presented payments, income, cash reserves, and payments less debt service, 

from 2002/03 to 2012/13.  

 

INCOME 

 

First, Income was highlighted. Income increased from 2002 to about 2006, the result of new 

housing construction. Income has been flat since 2006.  

 

John pointed out the significance of a specific portion of the flat income line, which represents 

the period of just before and just after our rates increase (in May 2007). This specific piece of 

information tells us that although we raised our rates significantly, it did not increase our income 

at all.  Clearly, the only thing we did with the rates increase in 2007 was to prevent a dramatic 

drop in revenues resulting from the economic crisis and people leaving the area and cutting back 

on usage (partially the result of PLUS water conservation programs). PLUS income has held 

constant since then. 

 

PAYMENTS 

 

Next, payments were discussed. The payment line is little noisy, with ups and downs. This line 

reflects total expenses and includes most of PLUS debt service (1996 utility purchase and 2007 

water plant, but not the 2008 Banyan project debt). The fact that payments have exceeded 

income since 2006 is our problem. The “payments less debt service” line shows the operations 

and maintenance (O&M) expenses of the utility. Basically, since our income flat-lined in 2006, 

Roger has been cutting back dramatically on expenditures and thus the O&M expenses numbers 

have gone down consistently. 

 

DEBT SERVICE INCREASE 

 

John then pointed to the polygon showing the difference between total payment and O&M 

payments. This represents debt service. From 2006 to 2008 the debt service doubled.  That was 

due to the addition of a new water plant. Debt service has always been significantly above 

$200,000, approximately, $250,000 traditionally. Then it effectively doubled with the addition of 

the water plant. It is that increase in debt service which was supposed to be covered by the 2007 

rate increase. USDA required that we implement the rate increase to cover the expected debt-

service for the new water plant. But clearly, it did not. 

 

Richard Bass asked if the building of a new water plant was required.  John said, yes. (The plant 

was very old and could not meet our volume requirements or our water quality/TTHM 

requirements.) 

 

Ron Zimmerly asked if PLUS implemented the full rate increase required by USDA in a single 

action.  LaBelle, for example, staged its 80% increase not a single increase, but distributed it 



over time. John answered that yes, PLUS achieved the full USDA target in one single rate 

increase. 

 

John explained that in 2007 PLUS also implemented a block pricing structure.  A customer pays 

proportionally more per 1000 gallons as they consume more. So, the first 2000 gallons is at a 

relatively low price per thousand gallons, the next 2000 gallons are slightly higher in price and 

so on. That rate structure has been designed to encourage conservation among homeowners. 

PLUS has also implemented several water conservation projects (irrigation sensors, shower 

heads, low-volume toilets). Our consumers have responded; their consumption decreased 

slightly. The block pricing and the water conservation projects contributed to our flat revenues. 

 

Ron Zimmerly asked if this block pricing aggravates the utility’s income problem by 

discouraging consumption. John explained that yes, the utility realizes less income from less 

usage, but it also helps avoid a potential dramatic increase in fixed costs.  If PLUS water 

consumption exceeded the supply capacity of the sandstone aquifer then SFWMD could require 

PLUS to move to a deeper aquifer. This would be expensive.  Thus, before PLUS decided to 

build its new water plant, it attempted to negotiate a partnership (consolidation) with City of 

LaBelle. 

 

Richard Bass asked John if it took us (PLUS) 6 years to realize this budget situation. John 

responded, yes. 

 

Ron Zimmerly asked why the debt service varies so widely from year to year. Jennifer Davis 

explained that during the water plant construction, the payments were interest-only.  After 

completion of the project the payments included principal.  

 

Jennifer Davis clarified John’s response to Richard’s previous question, saying that she knew 

revenues were less than the recurring expenditures. Every single year Roger and she would talk 

about the decreasing reserves. John interjected that it was simply he who was not aware that 

PLUS had been steadily depleting its cash reserves and not paying its County administrative 

fees.  

 

Jennifer continued that it was in 2008 when Tetra Tech did a study and actually recommended a 

rate increase. It was very preliminarily discussed with PLUS staff and also with the PLUS Board. 

However, everybody discounted that idea of another rate hike because of the economic crisis. 

Everybody kept thinking that things were going to turn back, the growth and income would go 

up and thus we used the reserves to keep people from facing a rate increase. But now we are at a 

point where things aren’t looking like they are going to go up. We’ve got to do something, 

because we are running out of our reserves. 

 

Richard Bass said that he’s been on the Advisory Board for 5 or 6 years and this is the first time 

he’s ever seen such information and he did not fully understand the utility’s financial situation. 

He feels unable to make good recommendations in the absence of a good understanding. Han 

agreed. 

 

Han requested if there was a way for the Board to be better informed prior to an actual Board 

meeting. John said that from this point forward we have a framework for doing exactly that.  

John put together and distributed to Advisory Board member a consolidated budget spreadsheet 

from Jennifer’s data and previous minutes. He found that Jennifer has been here every year or so 



and that she has mentioned these things, but it has not been a clear message with presentation of 

effective graphics. He repeated that although Roger and Jennifer said these things to us before 

during our meetings, we really haven’t consolidated it into a very clear and concise message with 

which we can refresh ourselves. 

 

Roger Greer repeated that in 2008 Tetra Tech did a rate study and recommended a rate increase, 

but it was the year when we had a big economic blast. Everybody was getting laid off and had to 

deal with the turmoil. So we decided that we had available some cash reserves, could tighten our 

belt and could defer a rate increase at that time. Also, the taxes were still very high, so we went 

through the numbers and decided not have the rate increase in order to give people as much relief 

as we could. However, now it is time to ask for that back. 

 

John said that he thinks the timing for an action is correct. We may have not been well informed 

in the past, but with the presented slides, it is clear that the taxes on empty lots are very low. So 

the marginal impact upon a homeowner is not going to be as bad as if we had done this 4 years 

ago. 

  

Richard Bass suggested that the Advisory Board needs to be better informed prior to financial 

decisions. He requests that at each meeting Advisory Board members receive a financial report 

documenting profit/loss status of PLUS. John said that he has never shown the numbers it the 

way he has today and he thinks that this is a good start in delivering a product to the Board that is 

digestible and actionable. 

 

CASH RESERVE 

 

Next, the cash reserve line on the graph was discussed. Our cash reserve has reached the 

minimum level mandated by USDA: $220,000. John said that Jennifer keeps a close eye on 

making sure that we don’t use the funds for unintended purposes. This cash reserve is primarily 

arbitrage money. PLUS has sizable escrow funds and in the past it realized interest from that 

escrow account. These monies accumulated over a number of years and when PLUS faced a 

need, these funds were consumed. The reserves are really a collective fund from all the lots in 

Port LaBelle, not just from our water & sewer customers. That’s the important point to 

remember further on in our discussion. 

 

Paul Samerdyke asked how the Banyan Village project affects this cash reserve. John said that 

the Banyan project was not shown here and he would address this question in a subsequent 

section.  

 

ADMINISTRATIVE FEE 

 

Moving on from the doubling of our debt service to the up-tick in expenses in 2011/2012 

payments, this uptick reflects Hendry County having to balance their budget. The County had 

recognized PLUS was in trouble years ago so they deferred administrative fee payments.  Those 

of you who have been on the board for a number of years are aware that we have an obligation of 

$110,000 per year to the County for all sorts of services and expenses. It’s a standard fee; many 

municipalities and utilities sometimes call it a franchise fee. This is an administrative fee that has 

been in place ever since at least 1998. 

 



The County deferred the administrative fees when PLUS income dropped below expenses, 

relying upon our cash reserves to pay only what was absolutely necessary. So during the worst 

years of the financial crisis, Hendry County took a financial hit along with PLUS. Now the 

County has hit rock bottom itself and must resume collecting the administrative fees. So that 

explains the up-tick on the graph. Thus, we need to cover this $110,000 per year, plus try to 

make a progress on our deferred payments of the past 6 years. 

 

SUMMARY 

 

John then summarized the most important findings from his analysis of the PLUS budget history: 

 

• Flat Income since 2006 

• No Revenue growth from 2007 rate hike 

• Reduction in O&M since 2006 

• Debt Service growth (water plant)  

• County Admin Fee deferred until 2012 

• Cash & Construction Reserves fully depleted 

 

PART 2. Debt Service and Special Assessment Collections 

 

John said this section would focuses on debt service and special assessment collections (slides 

are available at www.HendryUtilities.com).  He analyzed County records looking at water utility 

special assessments and other tax bill costs relative to the market value of empty lots in Port 

LaBelle.  

 

Tax certificate sales for Banyan lots are at a serious competitive disadvantage compared to other 

PLUS lots. Banyan lots are currently valued at $1500 with an annual tax bill of $284, whereas 

Units 1-9 are valued at $3000 with an annual tax bill of $122. Banyan lots carry the higher tax 

bill because the water lines special assessment for those lots is billed through the annual taxes. 

The other parts of Port LaBelle do not have this large special assessment payment on their tax 

bills.  Thus, the County is not getting its traditional ad valorem revenues from many of the 

Banyan lots. Whereas the special assessment may never disappear unless paid, the same is not 

true for ad valorem.  

 

Warren Grant asked for an explanation of this. Jennifer Davis said that after 7 years of unpaid 

taxes the County would end up owning the lot, which it could sell to help recover some or all of 

the unpaid taxes. John pointed out that the market value of a Banyan lot is $1500 but the back 

taxes are $3600. 

 

Jennifer said that she, Roger and John will need to meet with the Tax Collector to better 

understand the timeline for lot ownership reverting to the County. 

 

John found that 50% of Banyan lots and 10% of other empty lots are not paying taxes, nor are 

their tax certificates being purchased.  Thus, these lots are not paying their PLUS special 

assessments or line maintenance fees. He went to more detail with these specific figures and 

points: 

 

• 50% of Banyan lots are not paying assessments (in the tax bills) 

• ~ 10% of Units 1-9 & 102 not paying taxes 



• ~ 23% of all empty lots not paying taxes 

• Units 1-9 &102 are currently paying for the Banyan lines construction loan 

• Units 1-9 & 102 complete their payments in 2018 

• Problem looming if Banyan lots are not selling by 2018 

• All empty lots now help pay utility & water plant debt (though cash reserves) 

• Creating a “Debt Service Fee” would help, if a legal option 

 

John explained that some lots in Units 1-9 and 102 are paying special assessments via their 

annual tax bills. But these payments conclude in 2018. Currently, this income to the construction 

fund is helping pay for the Banyan loan, making up for the 50% of Banyan lots that are not 

paying their special assessment installments.  If these Banyan lots do not begin paying their 

annual tax bills by 2018 then PLUS will face a serious debt service problem. 

 

John also said that since the cash reserves have been used to cover the utility purchase and water 

plant loan payments and since these cash reserves are derived from the wider pool of PLUS lots, 

not just water & sewer customers, there may be a precedent for implementing a debt service fee 

to all Port LaBelle empty lots to continue servicing PLUS debt now that the cash reserves are 

depleted. 

 

A debt summary slide showed a total PLUS debt of approximately $12 million made up of $3.8 

for the original utility purchase, $3.7 for the water plant, $3.6 million for Banyan, and $0.7 

million for admin fees. 

 

Paul Samerdyke asked if the Advisory Board needed to make a recommendation based on this 

report at this time.  John said that this was an information-only meeting. No action was required.  

Roger said that a meeting would be convened in early January for the Advisory Board to 

consider actual recommendations. 

 

Ricky Bass asked if rates are increased in the short term, might they go down again at a future 

date.  Jennifer said that yes, PLUS has actually reduced rates in the past. 

 

Ron Zimmerly asked if PLUS is also looking at revising its connection fees. John said that he 

had looked at these some years ago and it remains something that needs to be addressed. 

 

b) Hendry County Public Works Director’s Report – Shane Parker  

  

Shane Parker updated the board on two items: 

 

1) Requesting permission from the BOCC to advertise two public hearings about the PLUS rate 

increase. The first one will be the PLUS Advisory Board meeting and the second one will be the 

Board of County Commissioner meeting based on the documentation John and Roger provided.  

Mr. Parker said that we cannot advertise the public hearings until we have the BOCC’s 

permission to do so. 

 

2) Line maintenance fees for some lots in Port LaBelle. Roger said that he requested a list from 

the Property Appraiser office on all the lots that aren’t paying their maintenance fees. He went 

through each and every lot records and found that several lots should have been paying, but are 

not, since they were not billed. 46 lots are affected. 

 



Roger also said the lots that originally had water service were not considered to be part of the $2 

maintenance fee when the fee was first initiated. These 393 lots will start paying the $2 

maintenance fee also (through their annual tax bills), because PLUS has to maintain their lines 

just as much as we maintain the others. It will not be a lot of money, but every little bit helps. 

 

Shane and Roger explained that the Board will be provided with different scenarios on the rate 

increase and they can make their own scenario. John said that last time we did this was in 2007, 

when we came up with 4 scenarios, this Board discussed them, selected one and recommended it 

to the BOCC and that’s what was adopted.  

 

Roger said a rate expert from Tetra Tech is scheduled to attend the next meeting. Roger said that 

Tetra Tech looked at the rates of utilities around us.  Compared to these, PLUS rates are low.  

The only utility that is lower than us is the City of Clewiston and he thinks that the city is going 

through another rate increase probably this coming year. In other words, we are not at the top of 

the scale when asking for more. If you look at the northern counties, it is very cheap for them to 

produce water and their rates are much lower than rates in southwest Florida or southern Florida 

counties. But the larger the utility, the more water you can produce to send out, thus the cheaper 

it is.  

 

John reminded that we have the worst case scenario - low quality water, an amazingly high dead-

lot load, and a small population. These are three big factors that are working against us. 

 

Roger noted that what we have is not a typical utility, because we have hundreds of miles of 

pipes for only 1,500 customers and those are very spread out. For example, we are sending water 

to Banyan Village every day and we have only 1 house out there. When we have a leak, it is very 

difficult for us to find it because we have to inspect many miles of pipe looking for the cause. 

 

Richard Bass asked if the system was not designed to be able to isolate certain areas completely. 

John answered that one of his interns mapped out all that into digital form this summer and that 

we have been going through the networks to identify the choke points we could use for the leak 

identification. John also added that we have been talking to the Water Management District 

about getting a grant for certain types of meters that would allow us to locate leaks much more 

efficiently. 

 

Paul Samerdyke asked if there was some appeal possible to the Federal agency that loaned PLUS 

the monies for its projects. Roger said, yes, our problem is our debt load. John said that debt load 

is almost half the PLUS budget. 

Ron Zimmerly asked if it would be possible or financially beneficial to eliminate the one user in 

Banyan by providing that home a well and treatment system. Roger said that we would also have 

to give the homeowner an additional lot since hers is only a quarter-acre lot and to have a well 

and a septic tank requires a half-acre lot. 

 

Richard Bass asked if there might be some savings to be realized by refinancing our debts. 

Jennifer said that our interest rate is around 3% and thus there would be little potential for 

refinancing savings. 

 

4)  Other Issues & Projects  

 



Han Mouthaan asked if he could be a part of some of the discussions that PLUS staff and 

different entities within the government are having. He said he would just listen and have no 

input. It would give him a better understanding of what was going on. The Board said they 

would like Han to attend those meetings and report at the next Board meeting or at least share his 

impressions with the Board. Ron moved that Han be invited to attend all the meetings pertaining 

to PLUS, if he prefers to attend. Richard seconded. The motion was approved.   

 

5)  Schedule Next Meeting and Adjourn 

 

Board members and associates will be notified via email about the date and time of the next 

meeting.  

 

A motion to adjourn was made by Ron and seconded by Han. The meeting adjourned at 3:18 

p.m. 


